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In fifteen years of making landfalls, the author has had numerous sailing adventures including a

voyage around Cape Horn, a winter crossing of the North Atlantic with Force 13 winds, and an

unusual research voyage in the Caribbean.
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Of the three books that John has written this is the best. You can feel the excitement, love, and hate

in each page. If you are a landlubber, better take some dramamine before you start reading, as the

descriptions of the storms can make you seasick. The book is a love story with lots of nautical action

to keep the reader's attention. The book is hard to put down, as the reader is pulled into the story

with the captain and the crew.. Will John make landfall, with all his body parts? Will the boat sink

and the crew vanish? The stories are so well written, that I felt that I should put on my foul weather

gear. You should buy the first edition of this book, it could replace the Old Man and the Sea !

This is a great book! I dreaded finishing it as I saw the pages rapidly flying by. Mr. Kretschmer's

every day adventures as a sailboat delivery skipper are very entertaining, but the true wealth in this

book is this guy's attitude. An inspiration to all, sailors and landlubbers, who are concious of their

voyage across this little blue planet.

The Author, a profesional delivery captain, makes his living doing what the rest of us have to pay to

do! The author has probably done more Blue Water Sailing in a few years than most serious sailors



do in a lifetime. This is a great story of adventure, but it is told in a humorous tone. Adventure,

romance, danger, and outrageous characters fill this book. Each story is better than the last one,

and this was truly an enjoyable read.

I was with John on the voyage through Hurricane Bob, and am alive today as a result of his expert

seamanship and calm nerves. John is as great a story teller as he is a sailor. Here's to you John,

the "real" Captain Ron. A good read.

Before I wrote my review, I read all the others. Be assured this is a great book for people who love

being on the ocean, and can enjoy anything that is written about it. If you're flicking through the

channels and stop to watch the Bounty for the 100th time or salt water fishing, this book you will

love. Every Captain that has spent anytime at sea can identify with every single circumstance

presented is this book. To agree with one fellow, I hated when it ended. And heck, even if it was all

made up, I'd look up to him, he's better at telling "sea stories" than me!! Enjoy, it goes fast!!

This book is an excellent account of what it means to be a sailboat delivery captain. The author

blends his stories together in a very clever way that causes the book to be entertaining and

somewhat humorous. I would recommend it to anyone that loves to sail, whether it be offshore or

cruising around the harbor.

This book reminds me of William Snaith's book "On the Wind's Way", written 35 years ago. The

vehicle is sailing, but the subject is really existential philosophy and the story of how one young man

from a very early age decided to lead a life of individual freedom, independence, self-sufficiency,

honesty and responsibility. Don't be misled by the stupid and misleading title (probably suggested

by some marketing genius at Sheridan House), this book has an important message for today's

disaffected, disenchanted thirty-something generation. The message is that time is an individual's

only asset and doesn't have to be wasted in jobs or activities we don't like doing. Although not quite

in Camus' league (despite the flattery of Mme. Richardson), Kretschmer is a very good writer who

doesn't let the underlying philosophy lesson get in the way of the yacht delivery stories, all of which

are related with a sardonic humor and just the right amount of technical detail. And "Mom

Kretschmer"--what a gal she must be! But that's another story which I hope her son will decide to

write some day. Kretschmer the writer deserves a better publisher who can give much wider

distribution and better editing than Sheridan House.



This book is filled with humor and adventure, an unbeatable combination. The author displays a

very engaging style and these exciting tales of sailing adventures will entertain sailors and

landlubbers alike.
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